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Comprehensive Assessment
We conduct a comprehensive written and oral evaluation to 

assess what your child knows and does not know.

Customized Learning Plan
From your child’s assessment we construct a customized 

learning plan that targets skill gaps and
develops Number Sense.

Individualized Instruction in a Group Setting
Students receive personalized instruction that follows their 

learning plans and caters to their individual needs. We use a 
combination of techniques that work with different learning 

styles – written, mental, verbal, visual, and tactile.

Highly Trained Instructors
Mathnasium instructors are passionate about math and
great with kids. They also receive specialized, ongoing

training for teaching the Mathnasium Method.

Homework Help
Along with working through their customized learning plans, 
Mathnasium students receive homework help to solidify their 

understanding of concepts covered in their classwork.

Ongoing Communication & Excellent
Customer Service

An open line of communication is key to our mutual success. 
We keep you informed about your child’s progress and

his or her ongoing success at Mathnasium.
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Mathnasium provides excellent instruction 
and a premier teaching method.
Your child’s success is our first priority.
Mathnasium offers the finest mathematics instruction 
worldwide. We utilize a time-tested approach that 
provides initial and ongoing assessments, customized 
learning plans, personalized instruction, and guided 
practice to build each student’s math understanding 
and skills. 

Mathnasium teaches math in a way that makes sense. 
As students gain a greater understanding of math, 
their excitement toward the subject grows. Excite-
ment leads to passion, and passion leads to growth. 
At Mathnasium, we have helped tens of thousands of 
children grow to not only understand math, but to love 
it as well. We look forward to working with you and 
helping to build a successful future for your child.

Welcome
Mathnasium parents were polled to find out 
how they felt about sending their children
to our learning centers.
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Since attending Mathnasium, my child’s
attitude toward math has improved.

Since attending Mathnasium, my child’s math
skills and understanding have improved.

I am satisfied with the quality of instruction.

Statement I get meaningful updates on my child’s
progress as often as I need them.
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Excellent Instruction
Mathnasium bridges the gap between traditional and 
newer math programs by helping students master 
number facts, build computational skills, and improve 
Number Sense. Beyond helping children earn good 
grades and achieve top scores on standardized tests, 
Mathnasium cultivates an intuitive understanding of 
math, teaching kids to become strong problem solvers 
and preparing them for bright futures.

Premier Teaching Method
Mathnasium is a learning center with qualified instruc-
tors, individualized instruction, and customized learn-
ing plans. While a tutor helps students get through 
“tonight’s homework”, our primary role as a learn-
ing center is to uncover and directly address gaps in 
students’ knowledge that are the underlying causes 
of their current difficulties in school. Since math is a 
cumulative subject, it is extremely important to make 
sure students have mastery of prerequisite knowledge 
from previous grades if they are going to have success 
in their current grade and beyond.

Success
Wherever your child’s math skills are at currently, we 
offer the tools to make sure his or her grades are im-
proving. We believe your child’s scholastic progress 
and improved attitude will be obvious to you, but we 
also rely on report cards and standardized assessments 
to measure our success over time.


